This paper presents new models that automatically align online aliases with their real entity names. Many research applications rely on identifying entity names in text, but people often refer to entities with unexpected nicknames and aliases. For example, The King and King James are aliases for Lebron James, a professional basketball player. Recent work on entity linking attempts to resolve mentions to knowledge base entries, like a wikipedia page, but linking is unfortunately limited to well-known entities with pre-built pages. This paper asks a more basic question: can aliases be aligned without background knowledge of the entity? Further, can the semantics surrounding alias mentions be used to inform alignments? We describe statistical models that make decisions based on the lexicographic properties of the aliases with their semantic context in a large corpus of tweets. We experiment on a database of Twitter users and their usernames, and present the first human evaluation for this task. Alignment accuracy approaches human performance at 81%, and we show that while lexicographic features are most important, the semantic context of an alias further improves classification accuracy.
Introduction
A wide range of research in natural language processing focuses on entities. These range from basic language tasks like coreference resolution to broader aggregation applications like sentiment analysis and information extraction. Building an accurate picture of an entity (e.g., aggregate sentiment toward the entity, entity tracking across websites, database population) requires an understanding of all the varying ways people refer to that entity. Tracking "facebook" is not enough to know how people feel about it, as mentions of "fbook", "FB", and "the book" also need to be understood. Although many applications exist for tracking known mentions of entities, less research exists for detecting nicknames and aliases.
This paper presents new models to align an entity's name (e.g., "Bank of America") with its online aliases ("BAmerica") and nicknames ("BofA"). Unlike the traditional entity linking task that relies on known knowledge base (KB) entries, our task is unique by removing the assumption that a KB is available for each entity. Instead, we simply begin with an entity name and an alias, and ask if the two are likely to refer to the same real-world entity. By asking this more basic question first, several research threads will benefit.
For instance, aligning entity names is important to sentiment analysis, but typically ignored for simplification reasons. Companies track social media for mentions of their company in hopes of identifying the public sentiment toward them. Political races rely on similar models, tracking mentions of politicians ("Trump" might be negatively referred to as "Frump"). Research on contextual sentiment analysis has exploded as a result, but the vast majority assumes a single known entity name. In fact, this paper's work originally came about because the authors wanted to track events surrounding 'Bank of America', but we kept coming across unexpected new aliases that referred to the company.
Another application is user profiling across websites. User accounts that span multiple websites often use different usernames. Most research in this area has focused on aligning account attributes and graph structure. This paper con-tributes by first addressing the more basic challenge of username alignment.
Finally, this paper also furthers research in event detection. If a subset of users on Twitter are talking about a Katy Perry concert next week, the task is to extract the date and artist. However, are they referring to the same concert when other users mention Fruit Sister? Still others might discuss Katey Parry (a misspelling) and Katherine Hudson (previous name)? Despite the popularity of this artist, some of these names don't exist in preconstructed KBs. The challenge is exacerbated when the target artist is relatively unknown. This paper experiments with new learning models to align examples like these using only the corpus in which they appear.
The first set of models rely on purely lexicographic characteristics. We propose a series of character and word-based features, trained with discriminative classifiers. Many aliases share obvious characteristics, such as acronym usage and word shortening. These models learn the patterns used when people create nicknames.
The second set of models take a distributional semantics approach. Names like fruit sister and katy perry have no obvious lexical overlap, so the task of aligning the aliases is impossible without understanding their usage in language. We first present experiments with distributional word vectors to represent the context of aliases, and then measure vector similarity to inform the alignment decision. We then round off the contextual approach with word embeddings from recent neural network research in NLP.
To our knowledge, these are the first machine learned models that align entity names without prior knowledge of the entities. Further, we describe the first human study to measure task difficulty and compare model performance. The lexical and semantic models approach human performance on the task.
Previous Work
This paper aligns entity names ("Shem Ayegba") to their aliases ("shemo4real"). Relevant previous work falls into three categories: detecting attributes of online users, entity linking, and user linking.
A large body of work has looked into attribute detection of social media users, particularly those on Twitter. Given a particular user, what is that person's age (Nguyen et al., 2013) , gender, education background, political orientation, ethnicity (Bergsma et al., 2013) , etc. This paper is related in learning a different type of attribute: aliases and nicknames.
Early experiments on attribute detection rely on a user's text (e.g., tweets) to predict a range of different attributes . Many build learning models that are applicable across a variety of different user attributes (Chen et al., 2015a; Volkova et al., 2015; Beretta et al., 2015) . Among the attributes, political preferences is a frequent area of research, again relying on features from user tweets, and making use of graph-based algorithms over their friends' attributes (Golbeck and Hansen, 2011; Conover et al., 2011; Wong et al., 2013; Cohen and Ruths, 2013; . Pla et al. (2014) even uses sentiment analysis.
This paper is related to attribute extraction in the desire to learn about an online user. However, the task at hand is to resolve mentions of a user's online alias (i.e., twitter handle) and mentions of a named entity (i.e., a business or a person's real name). Unlike the body of work on attribute extraction, we assume we do not have an entity's body of published text, but instead just observed their name in text.
More related to our goal of name understanding is research on gender identification Burger et al., 2011; Van Durme, 2012; Filippova, 2012; Ciot et al., 2013) . In many of these, the name of a user is informative. Most work thus uses the name as an indicator, but then also uses the user's text posts to assist. The name itself offers insight into this answer, and some models rely first on dictionaries of names before backing off to a machine learner trained on user tweets (Liu and Ruths, 2013; Volkova and Yarowsky, 2014) .
Chen et al. (Chen et al., 2015b ) pursued a novel line of investigation which uses only a user's name, and infers visual attributes by using clickthrough data on name searches and web images. Although very different in the type of predicted knowledge, this paper is similar in that we only have a name and must infer properties of that person, namely who it is in real life.
Others have studied whether gender and language can be identified from only the username. They looked at characters and morphological units with an unsupervised learning approach (Jaech and Ostendorf, 2015) . This paper is similar in challenge in that we also start with only the user's name, but the methods are very different.
This paper is also a new form of entity linking. Entity linking is an active research field that aims to resolve an entity mention (e.g., "michael jordan") to an entry in a knowledge base (e.g., michael jordan's wikipedia page). Most work in this field relies on the text context around the mention to measure similarity with the text description of the entity in the KB, such as a wikipedia entry's text (Adafre and de Rijke, 2005; Bunescu and Pasca, 2006; Mihalcea and Csomai, 2007; Milne and Witten, 2008; Dredze et al., 2010; Ratinov et al., 2011; Han et al., 2011; Demartini et al., 2012; Moro et al., 2014; Moro and Navigli, 2015) . All of these papers assume they have knowledge base entries with text to assist in resolving entity mentions. This paper is different in that we don't have a knowledge base, but just an online alias. We start from the assumption that we don't have text from that alias, and must rely solely on observed mentions and properties of the name/alias itself.
Finally, user linking across website communities is an active research area. Research typically focuses on finding similarities in the social network structure (Backstrom et al., 2007; Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2009; Tan et al., 2014; , similar user attributes across the sites (Li and Goga, 2014; Zafarani et al., 2015; Goga et al., 2015; Naini et al., 2016) , or both (Liu et al., 2014; Chung et al., 2014) . Not many focus on usernames, with the exception of , but they study how to identify different users who use the same username. Very recently, Wang et al. (2016) describe a heuristic text comparison model between different usernames. While similar in goal to this paper, we apply a far wider range of features, incorporate semantic knowledge, and use modern machine learning techniques.
Datasets
The main experiment dataset is a list of name/alias pairs. Table 1 shows a few examples of these pairs. The list is comprised of approximately 110k pairs of names and their actual twitter handles extracted from a single day of tweets in November 2015. We selected 110k tweets, and paired the name listed on the profile of the user who wrote the tweet with the same user's twitter handle. This name/handle pair is a single datum in the dataset. We then generated another 110k false pairs by randomly selecting twitter handles and matching them with incorrect profile names. Combined with the correct 110k pairs, the resulting dataset is 220k name/alias pairs, half of which are correct and half incorrect. This list is then broken up into 160k pairs for training, 40k for a held-out test set, and 20k for a development set. Finally, we remove all pairs in the test set that contain a username or a handle that also appears in the training set. This avoids all overlap between train and test. A very minor reduction in test set size resulted from this.
Since our experiments rely on corpus-based features, we use one year of tweets from the freely available Twitter streaming API from Aug 2014 to Aug 2015. We refer to this corpus later as our "one-year tweet corpus".
Models
We model the discovery of online aliases for a real name as a pairwise classification task. Given an entity's name and a single alias, what is the probability that the two refer to the same entity? This pairwise classifier can then be employed in a variety of practical systems, such as producing a ranked list of likely names for an alias, or the inverse problem of identifying the most likely alias for a target entity.
Learning Models
We experimented with both support vector machines (SVM) and maximum entropy classifiers. The input is an entity name and alias pair x = (e, a) that is mapped to a set of features f (x), described next. We used the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit 1 for implementations of the models using the software's default parameters.
Lexicographic Features
The primary features for a name/alias pair are based on the characters and string commonalities between the two. We experimented with thirteen such lexicographic features.
Edit Distance. This feature uses the Levenshtein edit distance between the name and alias. This computes the number of character additions, deletions, and substitutions that are required to turn the alias into the name. The name and alias are both lowercased first, and the @ symbol removed from the alias. White space is included in the comparison. The feature returns 1.0 − editdist(n, a). The higher the value, the more similar the strings.
Exact Match. If the lowercased name and alias are exact matches after white space is removed, this binary feature is turned on.
First and Last Name. Three features were developed based on an entity having a first and last name. If the alias starts with the first name of the entity, the feature returns the length of that name. The last name feature is the same, but looking instead for the last name. A third feature is a binary feature that indicates if the entity name appears in whole (with spaces removed) anywhere in the alias. For example, John Williams occurs in the twitter handle, @JohnWilliams2.
Percent Substring. Returns the number of overlapping characters between the alias and name, divided by the length of the name. This is a representation of the percentage of an alias that contains a name. However, this feature is not case-sensitive nor sequential, meaning that the position of the characters does not matter, only their presence is accounted for.
Starts and Ends With. These are two distinct features. Starts-with compares the lowercased aliasname pair and returns the count of overlapping characters in the longest shared prefix. The endswith feature is the same, but instead counts the longest shared suffix.
Capital Substring. This feature splits the alias into substrings based on capital letters, and returns the number of such substrings that are contained within the name (not necessarily capitalized).
Acronyms. Two features: if the alias is an acronym of the lowercased name's tokens, the binary acronym feature is turned on. Second, a capital-acronym feature compares the number of capital letters in the name that occur in the alias. This feature is the number of overlapping matches.
Exact Capitalization. Capitalization is a binary feature that compares the capital letters of a name to the capital letters of an alias and returns true on an identical match. This overlaps in purpose with the acronym features, but it captures a broader set.
Reverse Substring. This is a binary feature that returns true if the alias is the name in reverse, or vice-versa. This was inspired by examples like Janey and @yenaj.
Unused Lexicographic Features. Two lexical features were ultimately abandoned: one-wordsubstring and semi-acronym. One-word-substring returns the length of any one word in the entity that was contained in the handle. Semi-acronym attempted to construct acronyms using full prepositions (i.e. "BofA"). Neither had a positive effect on development set results.
Semantic Features
The above lexical features approximate what is available to a naïve user/system who is presented with a name/alias pair. Overlap and similarity of the characters is the only available means to make a decision, and if the name and alias share little similarity, there is no remaining recourse to fall back on.
This section describes our attempts at broadening the learning model into shallow semantics by making use of a large corpus of tweets. Semantic similarity has a rich history in computational semantics of representing words with context vectors. This is often called distributional semantics where a word (or a name in our case) is known by the company it keeps (Firth, 1957) . We follow the traditional approach by representing a name (or alias) by a vector of word counts from the words seen in tweets surrounding the name. The following shows a tweet with entity Dominic Dyer, and the corresponding context vector.
Tweet
The launch of the new book by Dominic Dyer at Birdfair today.
Context Vector (the 2, launch 1, of 1, new 1, book 1, by 1, at 1, Birdfair 1, today 1)
We use the one-year tweet corpus to compute context vectors for each name and alias. All observed mentions of a name (or alias) are summed into its single aggregate semantic context vector.
Word Vectors. Each entity and alias has a context word vector, as described above. All context tokens were lowercased, and leading/trailing punctuation removed. We then created three features using the vectors: binary, cosine, and averagedcosine variants. The cosine feature is the traditional context vector feature: compute the cosine between the name's vector and the alias' vector. The binary feature is a binarized version of cosine, true if the cosine is greater than 0.1 and false otherwise. The averaged-cosine feature is motivated by the observation that large vectors tend to result in higher cosine scores (more likely to contain overlapping tokens). This feature returns the difference between an entity's average cosine score and its cosine score with the alias in question:
where n is the name vector, a is the alias vector, and N is the number of aliases. If the cos(n, a) is bigger than average, this equation returns a value greater than 0.
Word Embeddings. Recent work on neural networks have shown word embeddings to outperform traditional context vectors on a variety of NLP tasks. We thus trained a skip-gram neural net on our twitter data, and created word embeddings for the entity names and aliases. The opensource Word2Vec from deeplearning4j was used as the model implementation 2 . Word2Vec implements a skip-gram neural model where the input is the target word (or entity name), and predicted output are the words to the left and right of the target. A word's embedding is the vector of weights for the hidden layer. The implementation is based on Mikolov et al. (2013) .
Once word embeddings are learned for all observed names and aliases, we duplicate the three word vector features described above. Since word embeddings are also vectors, the features are implemented the same. 
Experiments
We focus on the basic task of predicting whether an alias belongs to a name, given only a corpus of tweets and no other entity knowledge. Experiments use the name/alias pairs as described above in Datasets. Given a name/alias pair, the task is to predict "yes" or "no" to whether the two mentions likely refer to the same entity. As a binary prediction task, the random baseline is 50% accuracy. Each name in the dataset appears in both one correct pair with its true twitter handle, and one incorrect pair with a randomly selected twitter handle.
We use accuracy as the evaluation metric with its normal definition:
where N is the size of the evaluation set. We report accuracy on the entire evaluation set (Accuracy: all) as well as a subset of the evaluation that includes only entity pairs such that the entity name and the twitter handle were each seen at least 100 times in the one-year twitter corpus (Accuracy: 100). This second set serves the purpose of distinguishing the importance of frequency when using semantic vector features. Entity mentions that rarely occur have sparse vectors, and a prediction relies solely on the lexicographic features.
The features in the models were developed on the training and development sets only. We report on several feature ablation tests on the development set. Feature ablation was not conducted on the test set. The test set was only used to generate the final results table.
Both SVM and MaxEnt models used the default settings in CoreNLP, but we only report MaxEnt results as neither significantly outperformed the other.
Four baseline models are included to illustrate the non-trivial nature of this task. At first blush, it may appear that this paper's focus is a trivial string match. Part of the motivation for this paper's focus is to illustrate how even the most basic of username mapping tasks is non-trivial. The first baseline, Simple-Match, simply lowercases and removes white space from both the name and alias. If the two changed strings now match exactly, then the baseline predicts match. The second baseline, Alpha-Match, is a variation of Simple-Match, but also removes all characters not in the a-z alphabet (e.g., 'david' and '88david-2' match). The third baseline, Alpha-RelaxMatch relaxes AlphaMatch by only requiring the first 5 characters in both name and alias to match. Finally, the fourth baseline is a machine learned model using only the edit distance feature (Edit-Dist) on lowercased and white-space condensed strings.
Finally, we ran a human evaluation to measure ideal performance on this task. We randomly selected 2,010 pairs from the bigger test set, and several undergraduates were asked to judge whether each name/alias pair was likely or not to be the same entity. We ran our best models on this same smaller test set and report accuracy. Table 2 shows results on the development set for the basic model with additional characterbased features. The Simple-Match baseline performs surprisingly low at 57.66%, Alpha-Match slightly better, and Alpha-RelaxMatch the best baseline at 69.57%. Entity names and their twitter handles are not often clear matches. The machine learned baseline that uses only edit distance somewhat surprising barely performs better than random chance.
Results
The most important feature is first and last name matching, increasing accuracy from 57.66% to 72.44%. These features match if the entity's first (last) name appears at the start (end) of the alias. Other features with further 4% gains each are the percent substring feature, and the numeric feature "starts with" (or "ends with") that returns prefix or suffix matches. This partly overlaps with the first name feature, but is more general and significantly improves performance.
The above experiment only had access to an entity's name and possible alias. The best classifier with just lexicographic features is 81.63% accurate. The next experiment expands to assume the availability of a corpus with entity mentions. Starting with distributional word vectors, Table 3 shows the performance on the subset of data where the entity mention was seen at least 100 times. Word vectors are useless for new and rare mentions, so we focus on the portion of data where vectors are applicable. The word vector features combine for a 1.4% relative gain.
Though a small gain, for insight into how these features might help, see Figure 1 for the top token counts in entity/alias vectors. Word context can capture their typical contexts as long as they occur in the corpus. After developing features on the dev set, we ran the same feature ablation one time on the test set. Results are shown in Table 4 . The improvement from the individual word vector features is similar to the development set, confirming that we did not overfit model development. The final relative improvement on the Accuracy:100 set is again 1.4% over the lexical-only model. This improvement is statistically significant (p < 0.000001, McNemar's test, 2-tailed).
We also tested word embeddings as a substitute feature for distributional word vectors. We trained our own embeddings for each entity string and twitter handle using word2vec. Table 5 shows the results as virtually identical to the distributional vectors. The two essentially capture the same information in this particular task as including both types of features offered no further gain. Table 6 gives precision and recall for correctly guessing yes and no as individual labels.
Finally, Table 7 shows human performance compared to our best model. The two are virtually the same at 81% accuracy. The all lexical model is able to capture the same knowledge a typical 
Error Analysis
Several questions hide behind the accuracy numbers. We briefly address a few of them here.
Why is accuracy for high frequency entities lower?
The results for Acc:100 in the result tables are significantly lower than the Acc:All results. These are the entities that occurred at least 100 times in our one year corpus, so they represent entities that are discussed more frequently than others. The best baseline at 67% on Test drops to only 52% for this subset of frequent entities. The main reason for high frequency entities to be more difficult appears to be due to the fact that high frequency entities have less similarity in their twitter handles. We computed the edit distance between each entity's name and handle, dividing by the length of the entity string. The average normalized edit distance across all development set pairs is 0.97. Computing this normalized edit distance for only entities occurring 100 or more times, and the average is twice as high at 1.84. The direct answer for why high frequency entities are more difficult is that their profile names have far less in common with their twitter handles. But why?
Manual error analysis revealed that high frequency entities often have short profile names. dominic dyer URL, born, badger, anneka, svenska, lionaid, #lionsbetrayed, #bantrophyhunting, interviewed, tells, trust, bbc, ceo, speech, @badgertrust, ... @domdyer70 URL, badger, london, join, march, cull, protest, wildlife, trust, badgers, against, army, saturday, @lionaid, born, ... @CraftsmenLtd URL, @poppyscupcakes, #ff, #creativebizhour, @etsy, cupcakes, mock, clever, @lizzie chantree, @sweettoothmarti, vine, #handmadehour, . .. This surprised the authors as we assumed uniform behavior in profile names. It turns out that many frequently mentioned online entities have shorter profile names, most likely due to their popularity. Our manual analysis shows that many of these use only given names or nicknames, avoiding surnames. When someone is less known, they perhaps prefer a full name to distinguish who they are. Once someone is known, shorter names become a benefit of the popularity. However, this shorter name behavior does not transfer to the twitter handle. Since twitter handles must be unique across all users, short names are unavailable and tend to be longer for everyone. This appears to explain most of why so many more edits are required in the edit distance computation of high frequency entities. High frequency entities are more difficult because they contain less lexicographic overalp due to conciseness of their profile names. This also explains why the trained classifier performs lower based on only character-based features. This leads us to analyze the non-character context vectors.
Do context vectors actually help?
The 1.4% relative improvement on Test when adding context vectors is not particularly impressive, though the improvement is statistically significant (using McNemar's test) on the test set. One possible explanation for the smaller gain is that word vectors do help, but they help on the same entity/alias pairs that lexical features already correctly classify. To test this reasoning, we trained the model with only word vector features and wihtout the full lexical model. Do context vectors improve over the baselines? Table 8 shows their accuracy on the Test set is 57.16%. Note that this vector-only model completely ignores character-level similarity between the entity's name and alias. If the name is "david" Acc: 100 Baseline (Random Guess) 50.00 Baseline (Alpha-RMatch) 52.25 Trained only w/ context vecs 57.16% Table 8 : Measuring performance of the word context vector features by themselves as the only classifier input. Accuracy is reported on the pairs seen at least 100 times in the corpus. and the alias is "@david2", this trained model does not take that into account. The features only compare the contexts observed around those two mentions in the corpus. Its performance is a 14% relative increase over a random baseline, and notably, almost 10% relative over our strongest baseline (Alpha-RelaxedMatch, comparing the name and alias strings).
Clearly the context vectors do provide a useful signal, albeit less of a contribution when the full lexical information is also included.
What types of errors remain to be solved?
The main observed error occurs when the alias has no overt lexical relation to its true entity name and they rarely occur in the corpus. Some examples are given here (these are correct names with their twitter handles): Nicola @Luckyminx79 Avery @moodyscience Tobin Heath @lanaxjauregui Amanda @bieberfto2l Manuel @angel1110497
Without lexical clues, and no word context vector due to sparsity, our models fail. Humans obviously fail too. Our results around 80% accuracy suggest a ceiling of 20% of the data contains these errors. A far more complex and resourceheavy model that can spider alias feeds, conver-sations, and profiles to build a user profile is required. Section 2 discusses several relevant works. In regards to this paper's core question (can we resolve aliases without pre-knowledge of entities?), these errors are not addressed.
Discussion
This is the first proposal, to our knowledge, to align entity mentions with their online aliases without prior knowledge of the entities. While similar in spirit to entity linking, there is no knowledge base with a grounded referent. The challenge instead is to resolve the plethora of ways people refer to the same person or organization. It is a stripped down, base task, aimed at experimenting with how accurate such a knowledge-light model can be. We aimed to experiment with the bare minimum knowledge.
We found that prediction actually approaches human-level performance when using a rich set of lexicographic features. This is perhaps unsurprising because humans don't have background knowledge of random online users, so they also rely solely on lexical observations. It is encouraging that our models approximate some of this reasoning, although even humans only achieve 81% accuracy on this task.
Semantic word vectors achieved a slight increase in accuracy over the lexical model, but were shown useful when used as features by themselves. This suggests other tasks may benefit from building context representations for their entities. One important caveat is that the increased performance is only for entities seen frequently, otherwise semantic context cannot be extracted. By simplifying the resolution task to pairwise comparison, we believe this work benefits a number of research areas. This paper is perhaps not a practical task by itself, but a very useful first tool. We will release the code as an easy-to-use API (as well as the data). First, it can be used as a plugin to improve user linking across websites, comparing user names and profile names ahead of time. Second, entity linking might benefit as another input on top of the usual suite of features. Many papers ignore mention comparison and only focus on context, but our results suggest that a fresh look at mention names is needed. Third, and perhaps most significant, contextual sentiment analysis can be expanded beyond keyword search. Instead of a strict entity match, a broader net can be cast to include the nicknames and aliases of the desired entity. The authors are already leveraging it for this purpose.
The training and test data used in this paper's experiments can be accessed online at www.usna.edu/Users/cs/nchamber. We hope that its release will assist related research needs.
